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This is the story of two young pigs and they were
training on a lake,
an artificial lake or maybe in a pool, they jump inside
the pool and they're
incited by these girls two young girls that look like porn
stars

Through a color hoop, the little piggies jump
The girls also use, baby bottle milk. 
How clever pigs, they're not stupid as a dog
it's only for a week I have to see the show...

Clever
Pig
Jump (nobody knows)
Crazy
doctor
computer (pigs all inside)

The act was canceled, someone stole the pigs
The lab is full of rats, the pigs are really scared, 
once i met a man computer doctor doom
he exchange the brains of the piggies and the girls
now the piggies scaped an they're training other pigs
pig brained girls are dancing on green mud

Clever
Pig
Jump (nobody knows)
Crazy
doctor
computer (pigs all inside)

Then I start the dream I'm at a bar
computers everywhere let me invite you a drink
I want more morphine I'm feeling fine
Yes I feel alrigth, I don't wanna die...

This is the story of two young girls and they were
training on a lake,
an artificial lake or maybe in a pool, they jump inside
the pool and they're
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incited by these pigs two young pigs that look like porn
stars
Through a color hoop, the little girls jump

The pigs also use, baby bottle milk. 
how clever girl, they're not stupid as a dog
it's only for a week I have to see the show...
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